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SPORTS

EVENTING

Eventing Statistics Report 2007-2018

The Eventing Statistics Report 2007-2018 has been finalised and can be found here: Eventing / Risk Management.

Eventing Deformable and Frangible Devices

The MIM Clips FAQs - General Information for Cross Country Course Designers & Builders, Technical Delegates, and Ground Juries regarding MIM Clips - have been published on the FEI website. In addition the assembly instructions for Table kit, Oxer kit, Gate and Wall kit, Post and Rail kit, Post and Rail adjustable kit and Post and Rail skinny kit have been updated and are available here.
2019 FEI Eventing rules : Judging Narrow Fences article 549.2

An FAQ has been produced by the FEI Eventing Committee to provide practical information on how to judge narrow fences according to the updated article 549.2 of 2019 FEI Eventing rules. The correct positioning of cameras and most frequently asked questions are also included in the document. Please find this document [here](#).

FEI OFFICIALS

Revised Officials’ Age Limit Extension Policy

For clarification and harmonisation purposes across the different disciplines, the FEI Officials’ Age Limit Extension Policy has been reviewed by the FEI Board on 26 February 2019. The approved policy can be found [here](#). Questions can be addressed to officials@fei.org.